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Invited Article.
Study and proposal of parameters for the objective assessment of voice

quality in smokers .

José Antonio Dı́az∗,a, A. Antonio Arroyoa, Howard B. Rothmanb

a Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering, University of Florida, Gainesville 32611, USA.
bDepartment of Communication Sciences and Disorders, Gainesville 32611, USA.

Abstract.-

For this study, 20 speech samples from non-smokers and smokers were taken, and 14 parameters were selected
and implemented in Matlab from the information found in the literature about the objective classification of speech
samples. In addition, 6 new parameters were designed in order to determine speech quality. These parameters
were modeled after and designed from parameters found in the literature and implemented in Matlab for a total of
20 parameters. A software package designed by one of the authors was selected and used in order to extract the
fundamental frequency and amplitude waves from the 20 chosen samples. From these waves, the values of the 20
parameters for speech quality measurement were obtained, with the objective of assessing each parameter. Finally,
conclusions were drawn.

Keywords: Objective classification of speech, Speech models, Speech processing, Speech pathologies, Digital
signal processing.

Estudio y propuesta de parámetros para la evaluación objetiva de la
calidad de voz en fumadores.

Resumen.-

Para la realización de este trabajo se seleccionaron 20 muestras de voz provenientes de no fumadores y fumadores,
se seleccionaron 14 parámetros de entre los encontrados en la literatura para la evaluación objetiva de la calidad de
la voz, y se implementaron en Matlab. Además, se diseñaron 6 nuevos parámetros con el objetivo de determinar la
calidad de la voz. Estos parámetros se modelaron matemáticamente, y se implementaron en Matlab, para un total
de 20 parámetros entre los encontrados en la literatura y los diseñados. Se seleccionó y usó un software diseñado
por el autor para la extracción de las curvas de frecuencia fundamental y amplitud de las 20 señales de prueba, y
luego a partir de estas curvas, se obtuvieron los valores de los 20 parámetros de medición de calidad de la voz, con
el objetivo de evaluar cada uno de los parámetros. Finalmente, se sacaron las conclusiones del estudio.

Palabras clave: Clasificación objetiva de la voz, Modelado de la voz, Procesamiento del habla, Patologı́as de la
voz, Procesamiento digital de señales.

1. Introduction

Voice pathologies affect speech communication
in a very important way. Once a voice pathology is
present, the person should visit an ENT (Ear, Nose

∗Autor para correspondencia
Correo-e: jadiaz@ufl.edu (José Antonio Dı́az )

and Throat) specialist or phoniatrist for evaluation
and treatment. The evaluation process involves
listening to the patient’s voice, and in most cases
the production of a subjective report of the voice
quality, since, although the specialist may have
the required equipment for producing an objective
report of the voice quality, the subjective report is
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faster and more precise.
Previous research for the objective assessment

of voice quality used parameters that the authors
classified into two groups: temporal parameters
(obtained from the time-domain waves), or spec-
tral parameters (obtained from the spectrum of
the signal). The work done by Michaelis et al [1]
and [2] proposed the GNE parameter (Glotal-to-
Noise Excitation Ratio), and compared it against
the HNR (Harmonic-to-Noise Ratio) and NNE
(relationship between the noise energy and the
signal) parameters. Michaelis verified that GNE
was the most useful parameter for the assessment
of voice quality. Casado et al [3] used jitter,
shimmer, NNE, HNR, the average fundamental
frequency (fo), signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), and the
relationship between the noise energy and the total
energy of the signal as parameters. Del Pino et al
[4] y [5] proposed the PMR (Peak-to-Mean ratio)
and SNR f (relationship between the energy of the
signal from 50 to 1500 Hz and the energy of the
noise from 1000 to 2500 Hz), SNRM (relationship
between the energy of the signal from 500 to
1500 Hz and the energy of the noise from 500 to
1500 Hz), and SNRH (relationship between the
energy of the signal from 1500 to 2500 Hz and
the energy of the noise from 1500 to 2500 Hz)
as parameters. In the studies done by Kreiman et
al [6] and De Krom [7], jitter, shimmer, and SNR
parameters were used. In the research conducted
by Dibizar et al [8] y [9], Cepstral coefficients, Mel
frequency filter banks, Markov chain classifiers
and Gaussian models (GMM) were applied. In the
paper written by Dı́az et al [10] the oscillations
of the fundamental frequency and of the signal
amplitude were used as variables. Finally, in the
research done by Ueng et al [11] the fundamental
frequency, jitter, shimmer, and harmonic-to-noise
ratio were used as parameters.

2. Definition of ideal voice quality

It is as difficult a problem to describe normal
voice quality as it is to describe “ideal” voice
quality and “ideal” speech. In reality, these two
classifications are interconnected, and if they
are precisely defined, both of them will be too

restrictive. When we mix all the definitions, we
could say that we have found a base for what
it is considered ideal. Some of these definitions
come from the time of the ancient Greek and
Roman Empires. Unfortunately, they have not had
much success in practice. After all, we can firmly
argue that the ideal voice quality (or ideal speech
quality), cannot exist as a unique entity. What
could be “ideal” in one situation could not be
acceptable in a second situation. As an example,
let us consider opera singers. The type of energy
and pace that they carry when they sing on the
stage, would be inappropriate if they tried to
communicate to a person in the same way, for
example, in an everyday situation. Indeed, there
are dozens, and perhaps hundreds of voice styles
that could be classified as “ideals”, that is, if we
take into account the circumstances under which
they were articulated, such, age, sex, social status,
education level and cultural background.

Just as with the concepts of an “ideal speaker”
or a “natural pitch level,” the concept of ideal voice
quality was developed several thousand years ago.
In order for us to have a really good appreciation of
this situation, it is necessary to study the relevant
writings and opinions of experts so ancient as
from the Greek, Roman and medieval periods. On
the other hand, there is much agreement that the
thinking and methods used in those ancient days
were subjective and contradictory. Most of them
just simply deserved to be discarded.

The concept of “ideal voice” continues to be
difficult to the present time. Included among the
proponents of definitions of ideal voice have been
professors of rhetoric and public speaking, speech
pathologists, and even phoniatrists. In fact, books
published about public speaking in the middle of
the 20th century established the norm.

3. Creation of the database for smokers and
non-smokers

For the selection of the samples that would be
used in this research, it was established that they
would have to possess the following characteristics
to fulfill the needs of this study:
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Be recorded in high fidelity, that is, low noise
level and wide frequency range.

Be classified by sex, age and, smoking habit.
Be recorded in a known audio format that could

be easily read by available software packages.
Have easy access for the researchers.
All these characteristics were satisfied by the

Database of Pathological Voices of the Speech and
Voice Laboratory of the Eye and Ear Infirmary in
Massachusetts. This database was purchased by
Professor Jesús Jiménez, of the Math department
of the School of Engineering of the University of
Carabobo, who offered 20 samples from his data
base for the purposes of this research. These 20
samples were chosen randomly, 10 from smokers
and 10 from non-smokers that fulfilled the above
criteria.

4. Selection and implementation of the pa-
rameters found in the literature for the
quantification of voice quality

The review of the literature on the objective
classification of voice quality showed that there
were more than 200 parameters for quantification.
All these parameters were carefully analyzed in
order to pick those which had the potential for ca-
tegorizing the voices of smokers and non-smokers.
The following 14 parameters were chosen:

1. F0 average value (SFF).
2. Fo geometric mean.
3. Fo maximum frequency value.
4. Fo minimum frequency value.
5. Fo frequency range.
6. Fo standard deviation.
7. Fo variation coefficient.
8. Amplitude average value.
9. Amplitude geometric mean.

10. Amplitude maximum value.
11. Amplitude minimum value.
12. Amplitude range.
13. Amplitude standard deviation.
14. Amplitude variation coefficient.

For the calculation of the previously described
parameters, it was necessary to generaate the
fundamental frequency and amplitude waves of
the voice signals. There are different programs
already developed which perform this task, so it
was not necessary to develop new programs for
these two tasks. Hence, for the calculations of the
fundamental frequency and the amplitude waves of
the voice signals, the ASMV software was chosen.
This software was developed by one of the authors
(Dı́az), and was chosen because it has proven to be
affective in the analysis of pathological voices, it
is available with no cost, and, in addition, it was
developed in Matlab. The 14 parameters described
above were implemented in Matlab and tested with
a sample signal.

5. Calculation of the time domain waves and
their spectra

In order to pursue the quantification of voice
quality, the first step in this research was to calcu-
late the fundamental frequency and the amplitude
waves and their respective spectra for all the
20 samples. In addition, all the plots for these
signals were generated with their corresponding
Spectrograms. Due to the large amount of data
produced in this section, only the results for one
representative sample for a non-smoker will be
shown.

Figure 1: Sample NOR1.NSP.

Figure 1 shows the signal corresponding to the
first voice sample of the non-smoker. In this figure,
the horizontal axis represents the time in seconds,
and the vertical axis shows the amplitude.

Figure 2 shows the Spectrogram obtained from
the sample shown in Figure 1. The horizontal
axis shows the time in seconds, the vertical axis
shows the frequency in Hertz, and the grey scale
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Figure 2: Spectrogram of sample NOR1.NSP.

represents the amplitude. The amplitude scale is
shown on the right side of the Spectrogram.

Figure 3: Fundamental frequency and amplitude waves for
sample NOR1.NSP.

Figure 3 shows the fundamental frequency
variation wave as a dashed line, and the solid line
shows the amplitude variation wave of the voice
signal in Figure 1. The straight dotted line shows
the average value of the frequency variation wave,
and the solid straight line shows the average value
of the amplitude variation wave. The horizontal
axis shows the time in seconds. The left vertical
axis shows the extent of the frequency variation in
Hz, and the right vertical axis shows the amplitude
variation.

Figure 4 shows the spectrum of the fundamental
frequency variation wave as a dotted line, and
as the solid line shows the spectrum of the
amplitude variation wave of the voice sample
in Figure 1. The dotted straight line shows the
average value of the spectrum of fundamental

Figure 4: Spectra for the fundamental frequency and
amplitude waves of sample NOR1.NSP.

frequency wave, and the solid straight line shows
the average value of the spectrum of the amplitude
variation wave. The horizontal axis shows the
frequency in Hz. The left vertical axis shows the
amplitude in Hz of the frequency components in
the fundamental frequency variation wave, and
the right vertical axis shows the amplitude of the
frequency components in the amplitude variation
wave.

5.0.1. Design and implementation of the proposed
parameters for the objective assessment of
the voice samples

According to what is found in the literature and
based on speech processing theory, the following
parameters were designed and implemented.

5.1. Signal-to-noise ratio in decibels of the voice
signal

The signal-to-noise ratio of the voice signal in
decibels was determined as:

S/NdB = 10log (S/N)
where:

S = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0
|x (n) |2

N = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0
|e (n) |2

In order to determine the signal-to-noise ratio,
the noise has to be extracted from the signal. To
perform this task, a median filter was used. Two
different values were used for the filter order:
N = 3 and N = 5. Consequently, two noise signals
were obtained, and two values of the signal-to-
noise parameter.
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Table 1: Parameter values per each sample.

Origin Parameter NOR1.NSP NOR2.NSP NOR3.NSP NOR4.NSP NOR5.NSP
Fundamental Average Fo 302,739 210,739 316,579 230,033 240,692
frequency Fo geometric mean 302,735 210,324 316,568 230,018 240,685
wave Maximum frecuenciy 306,286 236,003 325,521 233,29 247,897

Minimum frecuency 299,627 170,898 309,245 227,865 236,629
Frecuencia variation in Hz 6,658 65,104 16,276 5,425 11,268
Standard desviation 1,63591 13,07513 2,57168 2,65919 1,80981
Variation coefficient 0,0054037 0,0620442 0,0081233 0,01156 0,0075192

Amplitude Average amplitude 4753,555 6883,241 9861,854 6862,056 8685,184
wave Amplitude geometric mean 4739,801 6830,501 9837,275 6753,386 8678,96

Maximum amplitude 5695,354 8560,699 12441,241 9822,557 9383,324
Minimum amplitude 3913,277 3449,223 8166,322 4375,752 7310,391
Amplitude variation 1782,077 5111,475 4274,918 5446,805 2072,932
Standard desviation 361,002 823,676 711,209 1231,468 326,002
Variation coefficient 0,0759436 0,119664 0,0721172 0,1794605 0,0375354

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 39,834 45,506 49,584 44,382 45,404
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 31,419 37,396 41,637 39,188 39,064

Signal high frequency content 2,91603 0,40572 0,64635 0,05776 0,50867
Fo asymmetry -0,2272 -0,46279 -0,14189 0,40926 0,5454
Amplitude waveasymmetry 0,04863 -0,47928 1,02588 0,37481 -0,65781
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio -3,268 0,492 -3,78 4,112 -9,249

Origin Parameter NOR6.NSP NOR7.NSP NOR8.NSP NOR9.NSP NOR10.NSP
Fundamental Average Fo 184,737 131,602 173,523 189,317 163,377
frequency Fo geometric mean 184,73 131,581 173,517 189,312 163,365
wave Maximum frecuenciy 187,603 135,634 174,386 192,057 166,59

Minimum frecuency 182,463 130,208 170,898 185,547 157,973
Frecuencia variation in Hz 5,14 5,425 3,488 6,51 8,617
Standard desviation 1,56369 2,3714 1,50565 1,33263 2,03471
Variation coefficient 0,0084644 0,0180195 0,0086769 0,0070392 0,0124541

Amplitude Average amplitude 6813,157 7776,912 11432,585 2549,011 7821,899
wave Amplitude geometric mean 6803,238 7769,674 11406,243 2548,107 7809,218

Maximum amplitude 7779,539 8593,144 13173,046 2715,384 9113,351
Minimum amplitude 6013,541 6801,027 9611,521 2324,909 6758,652
Amplitude variation 1765,998 1792,118 3561,526 390,474 2354,699
Standard desviation 369,747 334,463 774,458 67,461 446,675
Variation coefficient 0,0542695 0,0430072 0,0677412 0,0264657 0,0571058

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 39,598 43,679 42,599 43,469 46,574
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 30,409 33,713 35,799 34,81 37,553

Signal high frequency content 2,40545 4,32886 0,70845 3,22336 0,8644
Fo asymmetry 0,06293 1,11294 -1,17066 1,09037 0,01336
Amplitude waveasymmetry 0,36307 -0,18536 -0,03055 -0,69736 0,21424
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio -6,208 -8,549 -4,425 -12,439 -5,976

Origin Parameter FUM1.NSP FUM2.NSP FUM3.NSP FUM4.NSP FUM5.NSP
Fundamental Average Fo 257,084 121,955 174,601 225,737 102,599
frequency Fo geometric mean 257,078 121,952 174,595 225,725 102,528
wave Maximum frecuenciy 261,896 122,07 177,002 230,19 109,863

Minimum frecuency 253,018 115,967 170,898 223,214 94,604
Frecuencia variation in Hz 8,878 6,104 6,104 6,975 15,259
Standard desviation 1,66562 0,83149 1,39721 2,41444 3,84189
Variation coefficient 0,0064789 0,006818 0,0080023 0,0106958 0,0374456

Amplitude Average amplitude 4465,588 5327,878 4208,369 3472,142 6222,359
wave Amplitude geometric mean 4458,555 5315,981 4194,149 3467,594 6128,819

Maximum amplitude 5159,421 6307,52 4806,88 3827,359 9658,722
Minimum amplitude 3729,01 4267,695 3355,481 3125,476 2695,607
Amplitude variation 1430,411 2039,825 1451,399 701,883 6963,114
Standard desviation 249,462 355,151 340,191 176,254 1099,665
Variation coefficient 0,0558633 0,066659 0,0808369 0,0507624 0,176728

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 46,716 48,774 36,632 25,346 18,531
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 39,062 40,346 31,701 22,827 17,865

Signal high frequency content 0,29131 0,68125 2,02149 1,22031 16,01445
Fo asymmetry -0,91091 -7,066 -1,02537 0,42573 0,05974
Amplitude waveasymmetry -0,17814 -0,02357 -0,57833 -0,59676 1,05979
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio -6,054 -5,072 11,748 9,015 4,008

(Continuation) Parameter values per each sample.
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Table 1 – (Continuation) Parameter values per each sample.
Origin Parameter FUM6.NSP FUM7.NSP FUM8.NSP FUM9.NSP FUM10.NSP
Fundamental Average Fo 195,897 135,605 105,45 104,019 152,943
frequency Fo geometric mean 195,89 135,605 105,318 104 152,913
wave Maximum frecuenciy 201,416 135,634 122,07 105,794 156,948

Minimum frecuency 192,261 130,208 97,656 101,725 146,484
Frecuencia variation in Hz 9,155 5,425 24,414 4,069 10,463
Standard desviation 1,62631 0,39052 5,29741 2,02325 3,02957
Variation coefficient 0,0083019 0,0028798 0,0502363 0,0194507 0,0198085

Amplitude Average amplitude 5803,839 4605,872 1937,625 2914,669 2676,81
wave Amplitude geometric mean 5778,184 4596,215 1855,381 2912,782 2672,591

Maximum amplitude 7341,308 5157,476 3318,671 3212,057 3024,579
Minimum amplitude 4824,059 3681,872 1229,056 2677,503 2277,009
Amplitude variation 2517,249 1475,604 2089,615 534,553 747,571
Standard desviation 556,321 293,74 589,961 105,347 151,055
Variation coefficient 0,0958539 0,0637751 0,3044763 0,0361439 0,0564309

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 32,85 29,393 31,433 12,365 22,106
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 25,742 24,04 23,351 7,75 19,521

Signal high frequency content 1,80149 0,56091 11,29548 10,358 5,19976
Fo asymmetry 0,57296 -13,76609 0,1572 -0,25743 -0,10042
Amplitude waveasymmetry 0,65434 -0,66371 0,65645 0,20545 0,2284
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio 8,48 -5,679 12,488 4,525 7,52

5.2. High frequency content of the signal
The high frequency content of the signal ex-

presses the amount of power of the signal at high
frequencies in percent of the total signal power. It
was defined as:

HFC() = (S H/S ) × 100
where SH is the power of the signal in the range
of frequencies from 2800 Hz to the maximum
frequency, and S is the signal power. SH is defined
as:

S H = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0
|y (n) |2

where y(n) was obtained by filtering x(n) with an
Elliptical high pass filter of order N = 12.

5.3. Asymmetry of the fundamental frequency
variation wave

The asymmetry of the fundamental frequency
variation wave was defined as:

AsyF =
E(Fo(n)−Fo)3

σFo3

This parameter measures the symmetry of the
fundamental frequency wave around its mean
value.

5.4. Asymmetry of the amplitude variation wave
The asymmetry of the amplitude variation wave

was defined as:
AsyA =

E(A(n)−A)3

σA3

This parameter measures how symmetric is the
amplitude variation wave around its mean value.

5.5. Signal-to-noise ratio of the amplitude varia-
tion wave

The signal-to-noise ratio of the amplitude varia-
tion wave measures the amount of noise present in
the amplitude variation wave. This parameter was
calculated as:

S A/NAdB = 10log (S A/NA)
where:

S A = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0
|A (n) − A|2

NA = 1
N

N−1∑
n=0
|eA (n) − eA|

2

In order to obtain the noise from the amplitude
variation wave, an Elliptical filter with a cutoff

frequency of 10 Hz and order N = 4 was used.
Then, each of the proposed parameters was

implemented in Matlab. A Matlab file called
paramdis.m was created where all the parameters
were developed. All the algorithms developed
in this program were tested with a test signal
called prueba1.nsp, with the objective of testing
the program and observing the range of values
produced by the proposed parameters.

6. Parameter test

The voice samples in the database created in
section 3 of this study were used for the calculation
of the values of the parameters which were
intended to quantify voice quality. Based on these
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Table 2: Parameter statistics for the groups of non-smokers and smokers.

Non-smokers
Origin Parameter Average Maximum Minimum Range deviation
Fundamental Average Fo 214,33 316,579 131,602 184,977 59,47
frequency Fo geometric mean 214,28 316,568 131,581 184,987 59,48
wave Maximum frecuenciy 220,53 325,521 135,634 189,887 61,16

Minimum frecuency 207,14 309,245 130,208 179,037 59,92
Frecuencia variation in Hz 13,39 65,104 3,488 61,616 18,55
Standard desviation 3,056 13,07513 1,33263 11,7425 3,55
Variation coefficient 0,0149 0,0620442 0,0054037 0,0566405 0,0169

Amplitude Average amplitude 7343,95 11432,585 2549,011 8883,574 2487,73
wave Amplitude geometric mean 7317,64 11406,243 2548,107 8858,136 2485,03

Maximum amplitude 8727,76 13173,046 2715,384 10457,662 3011,4
Minimum amplitude 5872,46 9611,521 2324,909 7286,612 2297,66
Amplitude variation 2855,3 5446,805 390,474 5056,331 1657,55
Standard desviation 544,62 1231,468 67,461 1164,007 337,27
Variation coefficient 0,0733 0,1794605 0,0264657 0,1529948 0,0453

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 44,06 49,584 39,598 9,986 3
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 36,1 41,637 30,409 11,228 3,57

Signal high frequency content 1,6065 4,32886 0,05776 4,2711 1,48
Fo asymmetry 0,1232 1,11294 -1,17066 2,2836 0,7
Amplitude waveasymmetry -0,0024 1,02588 -0,69736 1,72324 0,53
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio -4,93 4,112 -12,439 16,551 4,79

Smokers
Origin Parameter Average Maximum Minimum Range deviation
Fundamental Average Fo 157,59 257,084 102,599 154,485 54,45
frequency Fo geometric mean 157,56 257,078 102,528 154,55 54,47
wave Maximum frecuenciy 162,29 261,896 105,794 156,102 53,95

Minimum frecuency 152,6 253,018 94,604 158,414 55,61
Frecuencia variation in Hz 9,68 24,414 4,069 20,345 6,08
Standard desviation 2,2518 5,29741 0,39052 4,90689 1,47
Variation coefficient 0,017 0,0502363 0,0028798 0,0473565 0,0154

Amplitude Average amplitude 4163,52 6222,359 1937,625 4284,734 1405,41
wave Amplitude geometric mean 4138,03 6128,819 1855,381 4273,438 1401,01

Maximum amplitude 5181,4 9658,722 3024,579 6634,143 2106,98
Minimum amplitude 3186,28 4824,059 1229,056 3595,003 1031,79
Amplitude variation 1995,12 6963,114 534,553 6428,561 1862,23
Standard desviation 391,71 1099,665 105,347 994,318 295,85
Variation coefficient 0,0988 0,3044763 0,0361439 0,2683324 0,0822

Proposed Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 30,41 48,774 12,365 36,409 11,6
parameters Signal-to-noise ratio for N=5 25,22 40,346 7,75 32,596 9,8

Signal high frequency content 4,9444 16,01445 0,29131 15,72314 5,61
Fo asymmetry -2,1911 0,57296 -13,76609 14,33905 4,64
Amplitude waveasymmetry 0,0764 1,05979 -0,66371 1,7235 0,59
Amplitude signal-to-noise ratio 4,1 12,488 -6,054 18,542 7,2

samples, the fundamental frequency variation and
amplitude variation waves were generated.

The values of the different parameters were
calculated by using the samples of the database in
combination with the software developed. These
results were used to create Table 1.

The first column in Table 1 shows the origin of
the different parameters that are specified in the
second column. The first column indicates if the
parameters were extracted from the fundamental
frequency wave, the amplitude wave, or if they
were obtained based on the proposed parameters
in this study. The second column shows the

parameter name. Columns 3 to 7 show the values
of the parameters shown in the second column.
Due to the extent of this table, it was divided in
four parts. Part 1 shows the results for the first 5
samples from the 10 non-smokers. Part 2 shows
the results of the remaining 5 samples of the 10
non-smokers. Part 3 shows the results of the first
5 samples from the 10 smokers, and the last part
shows the results of the remaining 5 samples from
the 10 smokers.

To provide an idea of the performance of the
different parameters, the results shown in Table 1
were assembled in two groups: non-smokers and
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smokers, and on both groups the following values
were calculated for all the 20 parameters:

1. Average value
2. Maximum value
3. Minimum value
4. Range (difference between maximum and

minimum value)
5. Standard deviation

Table 2 shows the values of these 5 parameters
for all the 20 parameters under study for both
groups (smokers and non-smokers). The first
column shows the origin of the parameters, the
second indicates the name of the parameters,
and columns 3 to 8 contain the values of the
parameters. The first part of the table shows the
results for the non-smokers and the second part the
results for the smokers.

An analysis of Table 2 shows that the average
frequency values of the fundamental frequency
(arithmetic and geometric means) for the smokers
have values of 157.59 and 157.56 Hz, which are
significantly lower that the values of 214.33 and
214.28 Hz of the non-smokers. Although all these
values fall within the normal range, the effect
of smoking can be observed in the lower voice
fundamental frequencies for that group.

The maximum and minimum values of the
fundamental frequency on both groups do not
exhibit abnormal values, that is, all these values
are above or below the average values in small
amounts.

For the non-smokers the range of the funda-
mental frequency (13.39 Hz) and the standard de-
viation of the fundamental frequency (3.056 Hz),
are greater than those of the smokers (9.68 Hz
y 2.2518 Hz). These values appear to contradict
previous studies. However, if we take into ac-
count that the average value of the fundamental
frequency for the non-smokers is less than that of
the smokers, we believe that the higher frequency
variation in the non-smokers is a consequence of
the higher values of the fundamental frequency.
This statement can be confirmed by looking at the
values of the variation coefficient, which is higher
for the smokers (0.017) than for the non-smokers
(0.0149).

The average amplitude for the non-smokers
(arithmetic mean and geometric mean) is larger for
the non-smokers than it is for the smokers. This
simply means that the recording volume in the
former case is greater than in the latter case. The
maximum and minimum amplitude values on both
groups do not show significant deviations from the
average values.

For the non-smokers, the amplitude variation
(2,855.3) and the standard deviation of the ampli-
tude wave (544.62) are greater than those of the
smokers (1,995.12 y 391.71 respectively). These
results contradict what is expected based on the
theory on voice quality. However, if we recall that
the recording volume for the non-smokers was
significantly higher than that of the smokers, we
can infer that this contradiction may be caused in
part by this fact.

The amplitude variation coefficient for the non-
smokers (0.0733) is less than that for the smokers
(0.0988), which was an expected result. This is due
to the fact that this value is normalized with respect
to the average amplitude.

Regarding the designed parameters, it can be
observed that signal-to-noise ratio for N = 3
and N = 5 shows noticeably different values for
both groups (44.06 and 36.1 for the non-smokers
and 30.41, and 25.22 for the smokers). These
results denote that the amount of noise present in
the smokers’ voices is evidently higher than the
amount of noise in the voice of the non-smokers.
Additionally, the standard deviation of these two
parameters is low (3 and 3.57 for the non-smokers,
and 11.6 and 9.8 for the smokers), which indicates
that the values are concentrated around the mean
value.

The high frequency content for the non-smokers
was smaller than that for the smokers (1.6065
vs. 4.9444), which indicates that for the smokers,
there is more power in the high frequency range,
which may indicate more noise in the signal.

The asymmetry of the fundamental frequency
and amplitude waves for the non-smokers are less
than that of the smokers (0.1232 and -0.0024
for the non-smokers, and -2.1911 and 0.0764
for the smokers), which shows that the variation
if frequency and amplitude for non-smokers are
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more symmetrical around the mean value.
The signal-to-noise ratio of the amplitude wave

is smaller for the non-smokers than that for the
smokers (-4.93 vs. 4.1), which reveals a lesser
amount low amplitude frequency variations for the
non-smokers than the smokers.

7. Conclusions

A thorough review of the literature on voice
quality quantification was made, which yielded an
important amount of information about the topic.
However, among all the papers found and read, the
amount of research about voice quality on smokers
was almost non-existent.

An abundant number of parameters for the ob-
jective determination of voice quality were found.
In total, more than 200 parameters were found,
and most of these parameters can be classified
in two categories: parameters obtained from the
time-domain signal, and parameters obtained in
the frequency domain from the spectrum.

Each one of these parameters found was care-
fully analyzed to pick the ones which had more
potential to categorize the samples from smokers
and non-smokers. From all the parameters found,
only 14 were selected to be used in this study,
since these had a rigorous mathematical definition
and had more potential to yield satisfactory results
according to the literature review done for this
study.

Six new parameters were proposed, which were
obtained from the time-domain signal. These
parameters were mathematically modeled, imple-
mented in Matlab, and tested with a sample signal
to verify the algorithms developed.

An analysis of the results shows that smoking
causes an important effect on voice quality. Howe-
ver, not all parameters yielded the expected results.
The parameters which yielded expected results
were the following:

1. Fo average frequency.
2. Fo geometric mean.
3. Fo variation coefficient.
4. Amplitude variation coefficient.
5. Signal-to-noise ratio for N=3.

6. Signal-to-noise ratio for N = 5.
7. Asymmetry of the Fo wave.
8. Asymmetry of the amplitude wave.

The lower values on the average fundamental
frequency for the smokers indicate a direct effect
on voice quality. Although these values do not fall
outside of the normal range , we noticed the effect
of smoking on the vocal folds, which can be heard
as a lower than normal tone of voice.

The higher variation coefficient on the fre-
quency and amplitude waves for the smokers
reveals that the samples analyzed contain more
oscillations, which could indicate more difficulty
to control the voice.

The higher signal-to-noise ratio for N=3 y N=5
for the non-smokers, reveals that the voice signal
is more deterministic, that is, contains a smaller
amount of noise, than the smokers voice signal,
which agrees with the information found in the
review of the literature. It is important to note
that these parameters are given in decibels, and
a difference in ten decibels between both groups,
means that the relationship between the values is
10 a 1.
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